57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy was used to perform a microscopic study on the extremely pressure and strain sensitive compound, CaFe2As2, with different degrees of strain introduced by grinding and annealing. At the base temperature, in the antiferromagnetic/orthorhombic phase, compared to a sharp sextet Mössbauer spectrum of single crystal CaFe2As2, which is taken as an un-strained sample, an obviously broadened sextet and an extra doublet were observed for ground CaFe2As2 powders with different degrees of strain. The Mössbauer results suggest that the magnetic phase transition of CaFe2As2 can be inhomogeneously suppressed by the grinding induced strain to such an extent that the antiferromagnetic order in parts of the grains forming the powdered sample remain absent all the way down to 4.6 K. However, strain has almost no effect on the temperature dependent hyperfine magnetic field in the grains with magnetic order. Additional electronic and asymmetry information was obtained from the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting. Similar isomer shift values in the magnetic phase for samples with different degrees of strain, indicate that the stain does not bring any significant variation of the electronic density at 57 Fe nucleus position. The absolute values of quadrupole shift in the magnetic phase decrease and approach zero with increasing degrees of strain, indicating that the strain reduces the average lattice asymmetry at Fe atom position.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Xa, 76.80.+y, 74.62.Dh
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the parent compounds for iron based superconductors, CaFe 2 As 2 [1] , manifests an extreme example of strongly coupled, first order, structural and magnetic transitions [1, 2] . At ∼ 170 K CaFe 2 As 2 undergoes transition from a high temperature paramagnetic tetragonal phase to a low temperature antiferromagnetic orthorhombic phase. Furthermore, it is one of the most pressure sensitive Fe-As based materials: it takes less than 0.5 GPa at low temperatures to induce a transition from an antiferromagnetic, tetragonal state to paramagnetic, collapsed tetragonal phase [3] [4] [5] . If the pressure medium is hydrostatic, no superconductivity is observed under pressure, but when some non-hydrostatic component is present (as in piston-cylinder cells with liquid media at room temperature and solid at low temperatures) superconductivity, most likely filamentary, can be induced [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The pressure/stress response of several phase transitions in Co-substituted CaFe 2 As 2 [9] is very anisotropic [10] with hydrostatic pressure derivatives reaching record high values for an inorganic compound [11] .
The physical properties and the ground state of CaFe 2 As 2 single crystals are also remarkably dependent on the growth procedure [12, 13] . The annealing/quenching temperature can affect the strain in the crystals and further tune the structure and magnetic properties of CaFe 2 As 2 . The crystals grown out of FeAs * Corresponding author: budko@ameslab.gov flux, quenched from high temperature, exhibit a transition from the paramagnetic, tetragonal phase to the nonmagnetic, collapsed tetragonal phase, in contrast to the behavior of CaFe 2 As 2 grown from Sn flux [12, 13] . The process of annealing and quenching can be used as an additional control parameter which can tune the ground state of CaFe 2 As 2 systematically. The detailed phase diagram of transition temperature, versus annealing/quenching temperature determined by electrical resistance and magnetic susceptibility measurements can be found in Refs. [12, 13] . The effects of annealing and quenching are similar to the effects of applied pressure [11] [12] [13] .
Transition metal substitution for Fe combined with judicious annealing/quenching result allow to tune CaFe 2 As 2 to have antiferromagnetic orthorhombic, superconducting tetragonal, paramagnetic tetragonal, and paramagnetic collapsed tetragonal ground states, showing a great sensitivity of this material to perturbations. Even different sample mounting procedures may cause significant shift in transition temperatures [13] .
CaFe 2 As 2 is so sensitive to pressure that grounding of single crystals by hand in a mortar can cause significant variation of magnetic and structural properties of this compound. Fig. 1 presents a comparison of the temperature dependent magnetization of CaFe 2 As 2 single crystal plate and ground powder. The magnetization of the ground powder is considerably higher than that of the single crystal over the whole observed temperature range, and a Curie tail can be clearly observed. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of the single crystal CaFe 2 As 2 and the ground powder are shown in Fig.2 icantly broader. Bulk, macroscopic measurements can give only limited information on effects of mechanically induced disorder on CaFe 2 As 2 . Therefore, we employ a local probe, 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, to study how the microscopic structural and magnetic properties are affected by the strain induced by mechanical grinding.
In this work, we present a systematic 57 Fe Mössbauer study of CaFe 2 As 2 samples with different degrees of strain: single crystals, as ground powder samples and annealed powders. Evolution of the 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra in the temperature range 4.6 K to 300 K and corresponding hyperfine parameters will be discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Single crystals of CaFe 2 As 2 were grown out from an Sn flux, using conventional high-temperature solution method [14] . Elements Ca, Fe, As and Sn were combined together in the ratio of Ca : Fe : As : Sn = 2 : 3.5 : 4 : 96. Single crystals were grown by slowly cooling the Ca-Fe-As-Sn melt from 1180
• C to 600 • C at 5
• C/h, and then decanting off the excess liquid flux. Detailed description of the crystal growth can be found elsewhere [1] . The obtained crystals have typical size of 5×5×1 mm 3 and will be referred to as "Sngl. Crys.". Some CaFe 2 As 2 single crystals were ground into fine powder in an agate mortar by hand at room temperature (RT) and the obtained CaFe 2 As 2 powder will be referred to as "Grnd. Pwd.*" In order to investigate the effect of annealing, used to release some strain in the powdered sample, first we ground some CaFe 2 As 2 single crystals into powder in a glove box, so as to avoid oxidation, then part of the powder was sealed in a fused silica tube under the protection of an argon atmosphere, and annealed at 400
• C for 3 days. This batch of ground powder and annealed ground powder are going to be referred to as "Grnd. Pwd." and "Ann. Pwd.", respectively.
XRD measurements of the plate-like single crystal and powder samples were performed at RT using a Rigaku Miniflex diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The XRD spectrum of the single crystal plate is shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, only (00l) diffraction peaks can be observed, which indicates that the crystallographic c-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the plate. The good quality of the CaFe 2 As 2 single crystal was confirmed by temperaturedependent magnetization and resistivity measurements. Clear features, including a sharp drop in magnetization and a sharp jump in resistivity, take place upon cooling through the transition temperature, 171 K, which is associated with the structural and magnetic phase transition and is consistent with the previous reported results [1, 12] . To estimate the lattice parameters and the amount of secondary phase, the powder X-ray spectra were refined by Rietveld analysis using the EXPGUI software [15] .
57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements were performed using a SEE Co. conventional constant acceleration type spectrometer in transmission geometry with an 57 Co(Rh) source, that had an initial intensity 50 mCi (2 years ago) and was kept at RT. The spectrometer was calibrated with an α-Fe foil at RT. For the CaFe 2 As 2 single crystals, the absorber was prepared by arranging platelike single crystals with dimensions of ∼2×2×(0.05-0.1) mm 3 to form a mosaic disc with an area of ∼ 1.5 cm 2 . The absorbers of powder samples were made by mixing the compounds and vacuum grease homogeneously and then squeezing them between two pieces of papers to form a uniform disc, which contained ∼5 mg of natural Fe/cm 2 . The cooling of the absorbers were achieved using Janis model SHI-850-5 closed cycle refrigerator with vibration damping. The isomer shift (IS) is measured relative to the α-Fe foil at RT. Fig. 3 presents the magnetization versus temperature results of Sngl. Crys., Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. in an applied 10 kOe magnetic field. Their respective temperature derivatives near transition temperature are shown in Fig. 4 . Considering different preparation of the samples, it is reasonable to speculate that Sngl. Crys. has a minimum strain, Grnd. Pwd.* and Grnd. Pwd. have a maximum strain and the strain in the Ann. Pwd. is between Sngl. Crys. and Grnd. Pwd. In the Fig. 3 , the magnetization values of all the three powder sample are much higher than the single crystal sample over the whole temperature range so it appears that the higher the strain is, the higher the magnetization value is. The strain also has impact on the behavior of the structural-magnetic phase transition. As shown in Fig.  4 , quite different from the sharp peak of the Sngl. Crys. sample, the magnetization result of Grnd. Pwd. and Grnd. Pwd.* barely show the structural-magnetic phase transition feature around 170 K. For the Ann. Pwd., because some strain is released after the annealing procedure, the feature associated with the phase transition emerges again, at slightly higher temperature of 175 K. We performed XRD measurements on all the samples. The results of powder CaFe 2 As 2 samples, Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. are grossly similar to the pattern shown in Fig.2 . The lattice parameters of powder samples obtained by Rietveld refinement are listed in Compared with the single crystal data, diffraction peaks broadening can be observed for powder samples as shown for the normalized (002) and (008) diffraction peaks in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). As expected, the highangle (008) diffraction peak shows more obvious broadening than the lower angle (002) diffraction peak. We can analyze the peak width as follows. The values of the full width at half maximum of distinguishable diffraction peaks for each sample versus Bragg angle (2θ) are summarized in Fig. 5 (c) . Usually, line broadening comes from the instrument parameters, the finite crystallite size and the lattice strain. For conventional diffractometer, when the crystallite size is under 100 nm, the line broadening caused by crystallite size effect can be detected and well described by Scherrer formula [16] . Considering (a) the almost angle-independent linewidth in Sngl. Crys. in Fig. 5 and (b) the typical micron size material obtained by grinding, we believe that the broadening mainly comes from a contribution due to the lattice strain. Strain is defined as the deformation of an object divided by it's ideal length, ∆d/d. In crystals there are two types of strain: uniform strain and non-uniform strain. Uniform strain simply leads to a change in the unit cell parameters and shift of the peaks and doesn't contribute to broadening. Non-uniform strain leads to systematic shifts of atoms from their ideal positions and to peak broadening, which was first pointed out by Stokes and Wilson [17] . In order to extract information about the microstructure of materials and support our deduction, we analyzed the data from our powder samples by a combination of Scherrer formula and the model given by Stokes and Wilson [18] :
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
where β is the total broadening, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray, D is the crystallite size, β 0 is the instrumental broadening and ε is the strain. The first term is very close to zero and β 0 is approximately 0.03
• . This means that there is almost no contribution from the size effect and, compared with the observed line broadening, the instrument broadening can also be neglected. The calculated ε is 0.0055(1), 0.0050(2) and 0.0027(4) for Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd., respectively. The grinding outside of the glove box was more aggressive, so the strain value in Grnd. Pwd.* is slightly larger than that in Grnd. Pwd. After the heat treatment, nearly half of the non-uniform strain was eliminated.
The microscopic properties of Sngl. Crys., Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. were studied by 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy in the temperature range of 4.6 K to 300 K, some representative spectra are shown in Fig 6 . Similar to previous reports [19, 20] , the Mössbauer spectrum of single crystalline CaFe 2 As 2 at RT has two sharp asymmetric lines, which can be well fitted by a doublet with two different intensity peaks. The asymmetry comes from the fact that the relative peak areas of Möss-bauer quadrupole doublets are a function of the angle between the γ ray and the electric field gradient (EFG). The Mössbauer spectra of the powder samples Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. at RT present doublets with a little asymmetry. The slight asymmetry indicates the existence of preferential orientation in the powder samples. Therefore we employed a doublet with free intensity ratio parameter of the two peaks to fit the paramagnetic phase and a sextet with free intensity ratio of the 2(5) peak to the 3(4) peak for the magnetic phase (with peaks numbered 1 -6 from lowest to highest velocity in Fig. 6 ). Several spectra of Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. near the transition temperature were fitted with the constraint that the intensity ratio of 2 (5) and 3(4) peaks is smaller than 4. The fitted results are presented by solid lines in Fig. 6 as well. The corresponding hyperfine parameters at 4.6 K and RT of all the four samples are summarized in Table 2 . It should be noted that the "Mixed M + Q Static Hamiltonian" model is physically more appropriate for fits of the magnetic spectra, however, since for the powder samples (a) two subspectra, sextet and doublet, are needed to fit the data, and (b) preferential orientation is present in the powder absorbers (see below), we have chosen an approach with less fitting parameters that we believe still captures the essence of the data. As shown in Fig. 6 , one significant effect of grinding is the presence of a doublet accompanying the sextet in all the three ground samples at temperatures much lower than the structural/magnetic transition temperature. We summarized the variation of the relative area of the sextet and the doublet with temperature in Fig.7  (a) and (b) , respectively. For Sngl. Crys., the area of the doublet decreases sharply at 175 K and goes to 0 % at 160 K. In contrast, for the samples that experienced grinding: Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd., the areas of the doublets all decrease at a slower rate and doublets are still present in the spectra even at 4.6 K. The amount of the paramagnetic phase has relationship with the degree of strain. At 4.6 K, the rel-ative area of the doublet is 12 %, 17.5 % and 37.5 % for Ann. Powd., Grnd. Pwd. and Grnd Pwd.*, respectively. The higher the strain in the compound is, the larger the area of the doublet is. It is reasonable to attribute the sextet sub-spectrum to the grains of the sample with mild strain and the doublet sub-spectrum to the grains with significant strain/disorder. These seriously disordered/damaged grains are most likely also responsible for the high background of the magnetization in Fig.  3 . In addition, the near linear decrease of the relative area of the doublet also suggests a distribution of the phase transition temperatures caused by the distribution of the degree of strain in those samples. The temperature dependent IS, quadrupole splitting (∆E Q ) and linewidth of the sextet of all four samples are summarized in Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Correspondingly, Fig. 9 is the IS, |∆E Q | and linewidth value of the four samples at 4.6 K as a function of the ε obtained from the XRD result. Usually, linewidth is able to scale the disorder of environment of 57 Fe nucleus. As expected, the linewidth at 4.6 K increases with the increasing strain. In Fig. 8 (a) , the values of IS of all four sample are similar and are barely affected by the strain in the whole temperature range, which indicates the strain in the magnetic phase does not change the electronic density at 57 Fe nucleus position in a significant manner. However, as shown in Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 9 , the ∆E Q is highly dependent on the degree of the strain. The absolute value of ∆E Q linearly decrease with increasing strain, that suggests that strain tends to make the Fe atoms environment more symmetric.
The hyperfine field (HF) versus temperature results of all samples are shown in Fig. 10 , and the color indicate the relative area of the sextet sub-spectrum. For Sngl. Crys., the HF is ∼ 10.1 T at 4.6 K correspond- ing to ∼ 0.78 µ B moment on Fe, under the assumption of 13 T/µ B , which is close to previous reported results [19, 20] . The temperature dependent HF curves of Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd., are very close to single crystal one. This suggests the magnetic moment associated with Fe in the spin density wave (SDW) state is very robust and is barely affected by the strain. Based on the temperature and pressure phase diagram of CaFe 2 As 2 [4] , for the hydrostatic pressures over 0.4 GPa, the magnetic/structural phase transition will be totally suppressed. As a result of grinding (or grinding and annealing) doublet subspectra are still present at at 4.6 K for Grnd. Pwd.*, Grnd. Pwd., and Ann. Pwd., so in all three samples there are grains under stress high enough to suppress magnetism. On the other hand, in the Grnd. Pwd. and Ann. Pwd. samples a sextet subspectra are still resolvable at temperatures above the transition temperature in CaFe 2 As 2 single crystals (Figs. 6, 7) . This means that complex stresses can enhance the magnetic transition temperature and a small, but detectable number of such grains with such stresses are present in these two samples.
In the analysis above, the distribution of strains/properties in and between the grains of the same sample was accounted for by the linewidth. In a different approach, we can consider a distribution of the hyperfine field caused by strain. We use this approach for the 4.6 K data for all four samples. The Hesse-Rübartsch method was employed to resolve the field distribution of the samples at 4.6 K [21] . Sixty elementary sextets with the same value of IS and ∆E Q were used. The HF was restricted to less than 14 T and only positive values were considered, with distributions that approach zero at the 14 T. To avoid overfitting, the smoothing factor was fixed at 5, which is usually considered as a moderate value. The obtained field distribution results of all four samples at 4.6 K are shown in Fig. 11 . As expected, the distribution of Sngl. Crys. presents a peak around 10 T. Due to existence of the paramagnetic phase for Ann. Pwd, Grnd. Pwd. and Grnd. Pwd.* at 4.6 K, besides the peak around 10 T, there is some fluctuation in low field range as well. For Grnd. Pwd* sample, a significant contribution of the paramagnetic phase (doublet in the spectrum), accounts for the fluctuation in the low field range. In order to obtain more precise information about the magnetic phase, the main peaks around 10 T were fitted by a Gaussian line for all the samples. The obtained center positions of the peaks are 10.08(1), 10.31(3), 10.16(3) and 9.70(3) and the FWHM are 1.39 T, 1.52 T, 2.00 T and 2.52 T for Sngl. Crys., Ann. Pwd., Grnd. Pwd. and Grnd. Pwd.*, respectively. The center positions are consistent with the HF results obtained by fitting the spectra with unique field value (shown in Table 2 ). The evolution of the calculated FWHM of the main peak in the HF distribution also suggests that the strain can result in a distribution of HF, but this is a relatively smaller effect than the change in doublet/sextet relative area shown in Fig. 7 . These results suggest that the fits with a single value of the hyperfine field capture the main results of grinding.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra of CaFe 2 As 2 single crystal, two ground single crystal powder samples, and the annealed ground single crystal powder were collected from 4.6 K to RT. Mössbauer spectra can trace the temperature dependent ratio of the magnetic and paramagnetic phases. As a result of grinding, the paramagnetic phase persists to low temperatures and its relative amount increases with the increasing strain. The complex disorder induced by grinding also is able to cause a slight increase of the magnetic phase transition temperature, that is not disappear after annealing. Additionally, the strain does not influence the absolute value of the hyperfine magnetic field (e.g. the magnetic moment on Fe). Once the long range SDW order forms in the compound, the magnetic moment on Fe is robust, around 0.78 µ B at 4.6 K. The IS of the magnetic phase in all the four samples are similar, which indicates the electronic density at the 57 Fe nucleus position is not affected by the strain, but the environment of Fe atom (as reflected in |∆E Q |) becomes more symmetric with increasing strain.
